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The new campaign, Made to Chill, repositions Coors Light as the “ideal antidote to an 

always-on world.” The campaign portrays millennials actively seeking ways to take a        

mental break from lives spent,  “always being on and connected, which can be                              

all-consuming and overwhelming,” says Ryan Reis, vice president of the Coors family of 

brands. “We’re trying to give them a moment to chill.” 

The ads, currently airing on streaming services and channels like ESPN, feature everyday 

occasions where young people reach for a cold Coors Light when they need a time-out 

from their day to chill. One spot that went viral earlier this month features a young                 

professional woman returning to her apartment after a long day at work, cracking open 

a Coors Light. While relaxing on her couch she effortlessly removes her bra (through her 

shirt sleeve) and tosses it aside.  

More ads featuring moments to chill are on the way, as is a revamped social media                 

presence in which MillerCoors is investing more money than ever before.  “We’ve learned 

that we’ve got to go even further to  connect with [21 to 34-year-old] consumers,” says 

Reis. “Drinkers turn away from what they view as typical, big, loud beer ads. With chill, 

we went quiet and small. And because younger, legal-age drinkers see themselves in 

these ads, they have a reason to reach for a Coors Light.” 

While the campaign is only just getting started, the results thus far have been                       

tremendous. Essays published for food blog, The Takeout, argue that Coors Light’s new 

Bra ad represents a much-needed shift in the portrayal of women in beer advertising. 

“More women have been.  

Michelle St. Jacques 
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Exploring one’s limits is a thirst-inducing endeavor. It’s a non-stop, where will the next foot 

drop kind of op, and savoring the flavors of life is your reward. For those who never stop and 

barely slow down, sometimes a few Easy Miles is all you need to put a little spring in your step. 

Easy Miles is a silky smooth Hazy Pale Ale with long, winding notes of lemon, orange and 

mango. Brewed with Mosaic, Lemondrop & Huell Melon hops. Dry hopped with Mosaic, Lem-

ondrop & Huell Melon hops. 

AVAILABLE YEAR ROUND 12OZ CANS & DRAFT  JANUARY 

Sierra is moving away from it just being a special release LTO in and out package.  They are                 

moving it to a year round 4 pk of 16 oz cans and not just any can, a very special can. They have never 

made a can like this. To celebrate & highlight the amazing beer they’re going to offer it in a gorgeous 

black-matte 16oz can, packed into a beautiful 4-pack with a thickset feel, a texture that is both strong, 

and “soft”. It’s a premium pack for a specialty imperial barrel-aged stout . 

Lot of special features with special ink.  It’s a cool package experience - touch the pack and it’s like           

petting a living narwhal (allows drinkers to experience the beer with all their senses 

 

AVAILABLE YEAR ROUND 16OZ CANS JANUARY 

Magic Hat Easy Miles 12oz Cans & Draft 
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Lagunitas Little Sumpin Sumpin 12oz Cans 
A LITTLE SUMPIN' SUMPIN 

Way smooth and silky with a nice wheatly-esque-ish-ness.  

A truly unique style featuring a strong hop finish on a silky body. A hoppy pale wheat ale that is great for IPA 

fans but so smooth that the hefeweizen fans dig it too. 7.5% ABV 

AVAILABLE YEAR ROUND 12OZ CANS JANUARY 

Lagunitas Hazy Memory 16oz Cans 

YUENGLING /IMPORT/SPECIALTY YEAR ROUND OFFERINGS 

JANUARY 2020 NEW YEAR ROUND PACKAGES  

Sierra Nevada Barrel-Aged Narwhal 16oz Cans 

We're going a bit blurry on this nebulous release... Hazy Memory is a cloudy IPA full of oats and smooth 

wheatly-esque-ish-ness, packed with some of the murkiest, juiciest, turbid Loral 291,Hallertau Blanc, 

Galaxy, and Citra Hops. It's a huge flavor you won't forget! 

AVAILABLE YEAR ROUND 16OZ CANS JANUARY 



•Replaced “traditional” black and beige layout 

•Bolder, brighter colors on all panels 

•Larger beer names & styles on long panels 

•More distinct callouts to what package includes 

2020: UPDATED PACKAGING 

Dortmunder Gold Lager 

-Our award-winning Dortmunder Gold Lager in 12 oz. & 16 oz. cans, at last.  

Bright new artwork celebrates Dortmunder Gold's roots and winning legacy.         

Can Design Highlights: 

-Employee Owned and BA Independent Craft Seal featured 

-Bright colors and dynamic design 

-Bold flavor hints for the customer 

 

2020 NEW PRODUCTS: CANS 

An easy-drinking American IPA by the people, for the                   

people! Great Lakes IPA  

A lightly filtered, citrus-forward IPA that’s as bright and                          

approachable and approachable as their crew.  

To be available in cans come 2020. 

 

2020 NEW PRODUCTS: CANS 
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YUENGLING /IMPORT/SPECIALTY YEAR ROUND OFFERINGS 

Festive & Themed Green Crowns  

2020: UPDATED PACKAGING 



A Non-alcoholic malt beverage with Yuzu and Ginger contains less than 0.5% alc./vol. 

Vaguely reminiscent of iced tea with floral, honied aromatics and flavors plus a touch of sweet mint. 

Yuzu and Ginger provide               balance along with a liveliness and zest without overwhelming.  

The gentle carbonation is perhaps the most beer-like characteristic of this incredibly unique, non-

alcoholic alternative 

Available package: 24 x 11.2oz (330ml) bottles 

Helltown Buffy  

New England Style IPA, 6.7% ABV. Citrus and tropical hops dominate the aroma 

(think tangerine with pineapple). Oats and wheat contribute to a soft, full-bodied 

mouthfeel that finishes with very little bitterness.  

PAIR WITH: Spicy Foods, BBQ, Sharp Cheddar  

 

Available in 4x6 pack 12oz. cans, 1/6 BBL, and ½ BBL. 

Hitachino Nest Yuzu Ginger Non Ale 
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English style brown ale, 5.5% ABV. This traditional southern                   Eng-

lish style brown ale is a staple core beer of ours that combines             Euro-

pean malts with American hops. The result is a rich, malty,        full-bodied 

ale, with a subtle hint of fruitiness on the nose and  palate. Most recently 

awarded the Bronze medal at the Great American Beer Festival of 2019 in 

the English-Style Brown Ale category.  

PAIR WITH: Grilled Salmon, Roast Pork, Aged Gouda  

Available in 4x6 pack 12oz. cans, 1/6 BBL, and ½ BBL.  

Helltown Mischievous Brown Ale  
“2019 Great American Beer 

Festival Bronze Medal in 

the English-Style Brown Ale 

category “ 

YUENGLING /IMPORT/SPECIALTY YEAR ROUND OFFERINGS 

Sierra Nevada Adding Fantastic Haze Imperial IPA Cans 

Sierra Nevada was in search of something fantastic. Something juicy, something hazy, something ripe 

with notes of mango, melon and citrus. So they said, "Reason be damned," and filled the kettles with 
five hop varieties and loads of malt oats and wheat. Some may call that absurd. they call it absurdly 
fantastic. 

This is Fantastic Haze and it will be a hazy imperial IPA that rolls in at 9%-AbV.  
12oz can Available in December  

 



Hootie brings it all together:  An everyday, world class formulation. ABV range of the most 

popular national IPAs. Produced in a modern, pristine facility.  

These hops combine for a huge blast of complex hop character with juicy tropical notes, some 

candylike sweet aromas, stone fruit, and grapefruit. The aroma flies out of the glass.  

Farm-direct Hop Sourcing 

SKUs: 50L, 1/6 bbl, 4/6/12oz 

 

Six Point Hootie 

We’ve created a true hazy IPA that packs all the punch of New England IPAs, but with only 99 calories. 

Don’t call it a light beer. Just 4% ABV and 99 calories, but dry-hopped and brewed like those haze bombs 

people wait in line for. But we know you... you’re not standing around waiting in line—you’re hiking up 

mountains and forging ahead to the next adventure. Blaze your trail with some haze that can actually 

keep up. 

Coveted and hyped southern hemisphere hops, Enigma and Vic Secret Enough to make hype bois turn 

heads. Aligned with values of drinkers w/ active lifestyle. 

SKUs: 50L, 1/6bbl, 4/6/12oz 

Six Point Trail Haze 

Southern Tier’s Lake Shore Fog new hazy IPA has been a massive success.  

Because of demand it will be available in 12 pack 12oz cans starting  in 2020. 

Southern Tier’s Lake Shore Fog 12oz Cans  
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Coming soon 2020 Southern Tier Brewing 

Southern Tier Cider is a line of refreshing & light ciders made in the tradition and                          

craftsmanship of Southern Tier beer.   

Southern Tier Cider is handcrafted in Lakewood, NY. Each batch is made with fresh pressed 

NY apple varieties and delicious fruit flavors to deliver a cider with a crisp finish that’s 5% 

ABV and less calories than leading brands. Available early 2020 in 6 pack 12oz cans, variety 

pack (12 pack), and draft ½ & 1/6. 

Southern Tier’s Cider  

Coming soon 2020 Sixpoint Brewing  

Beer and brand partnership with  



Imperial India Pale Ale • Q1 • 9.5% ABV  

We have a history of making big IPAs and 3XIPA takes it to the next level. This is a 

high gravity, double dry hopped, bitter Imperial India Pale Ale, beyond IPA, past 

2XIPA, into rarified world of…3XIPA. 

Piney, resinous hops, with lingering hop bitterness and some malty sweetness. 

CATEGORY DYNAMICS 

IPAs hold 41% Market Share of Craft Beer and have grown +15% vs LY. 1 

Our IPA grew for 17 straight years and 2XIPA has grown 9 straight years since its 

launch. 3XIPA takes our flagships IPA & 2XIPA to the next level – with even more  

hops & flavor.  Packages: 12oz NR Bottle and Draft  

Southern Tier Cherry Crush • Q1 • 4.0% ABV  

Cherry Crush is the perfect choice for a refreshing, juicy balance between tart and 

sweet. Brewed with tart cherry puree and rich milk sugar, this gose style ale provides a 

refreshingly smooth drinking experience. 

The beer will be available in a 12oz Can.  

 

New---Southern Tier 3X IPA  

New Seasonal Can Coming  
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NITRO Hot Cocoa • Q1 • 10.0% ABV  

Southern Tier’s Blackwater NITRO Series introduces NEW flavor, Hot Cocoa. Using nitro 

capabilities with rich natural chocolate and hints of marshmallow, this brew offers cas-

cading, creamy richness that is a step above traditional imperial stouts  

In an email, a spokesperson for Southern Tier also confirmed that Nitro Hot Cocoa will be 

released in four-packs of 12-ounce cans which will contain 9.6-ounces of                  liquid 

due to the integration of the nitro technology in each can. The cans are                 cur-

rently scheduled to be shipped across the brewery’s distribution network in January. 

SOUTHERN TIER SHIPPING NITRO HOT COCOA IMPERIAL STOUT CANS IN 
JANUARY 

YUENGLING /IMPORT/SPECIALTY DIVISION SEASONAL OFFERINGS 

Upcoming Southern Tier Brewing 2020 Q1 



First brewed in 1946 for the Abbey of Saint Sixtus of Westvleteren,     

Abbey ale brewed in the classic 'Quadrupel' style of Belgium's best Abbey Ales. 

Dark with a full, ivory-colored head. It has a fruity aroma, full of complex flavours 

and excells because of its long bittersweet finish with a hoppy bite. (10,0% ABV)  

Worldwide seen as one of the best beers in the world. It's a very balanced beer, 

with a full-bodied taste and a perfect equilibrium between malty, bitter and sweet. 

One of the original recipes from the days of license-brewing for the Trappist 

monks of Westvleteren  

 

Available in 20 Liter Keg ,24/11.2oz cases and 12/750ml cases  

Verdi Spumante 

Perfect for holiday celebrations, Verdi Spumante is deliciously sparkling and 

zesty, with a soft and fruity flavor. Serve chilled to fully enjoy its balanced, 

clean, delightful taste. Verdi’s also great as a mixer for festive, holiday cocktails, 

like a  

Pomegranate Sparkletini:  

3 ½ oz. Verdi Spumante 

1 oz. fresh pomegranate juice 

Serve in a champagne glass and garnish with pomegranate seeds. 

One of the world’s greatest beers! St. Bernadus Abt 12 
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This robust and complex porter is a bittersweet tribute to the legendary freighter’s 

fallen crew – taken too soon when the gales of November came early.  

Brewed with rich, roasted barley, its chocolate-coffee notes make it a perfect                

companion to oysters, chilly nights and chocolate desserts.  

ABV: 6% Packages: 12 oz. bottles and draught 

Great Lakes Edmund Fitzgerald Porter 

YUENGLING /IMPORT/SPECIALTY BEERS FOR THE SEASON 



Hustle is a agile brew inspired by America’s pastime. Originally a Rye Pale Ale, then Red 

Lager, Hustle trotted out of the dug out in 2018 as a free-swinging India Pale Ale. Hoppy 

and light bodied, this beer launches moon shots of peach, tangerine and mango.  

Available seasonally in cans and on draft– Batter Up! 

 

ABV: 6.0%    IBU: 50 

Draft / Can 

Rhinegeist Hustle 

Brewed once upon a time, in a galaxy not so far away. Andromeda Pale Ale casts a constellation of 

interstellar hop flavor, illuminating the palate with notes of peach,                    mandarin, and fresh-

ly cut grass. Pay heed to the heavens before indulging — a hop shower cometh.  

Availability: Seasonal in Draft / Can 

ABV: 5.7%   IBU: 48 

 

Rhinegeist Andromeda 

WEST COAST DOUBLE IPA  

Double IPA, 8.6% ABV. Assertively hoppy IPA containing resinous and dank aromas with 

piney hop flavors. A deep straw colored, medium-light bodied beer that finishes dry with 

moderate bitterness on the palate. Old-School Style American Double IPA can describe this 

newly introduced Helltown creation.  

PAIR WITH: Fried Food, Salty Meat, Strong Cheeses  

Available in 4x6 pack 12oz. cans, 1/6 BBL, and 1/2 BBL in January.  

 

Helltown Lawful Evil 
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Introduce 1933  

This English-Style Ale is Genesee’s most requested Heritage brew. Brewed with six-row barley 

malt, hops from the Yakima Valley, and Genesee’s proprietary top-fermenting ale yeast.  

This yeast was brought to the brewery in 1933 from England and has been used in brewing our 

ales ever since.  

Available in 24/12oz Cans 2/12 December  

Pre orders being taken now talk to your sales representative 

Originally a failed attempt at our 1997 batch of Olde GnarlyWine Ale resulting in an 

all-new-beer-style we like to call... Irresponsible. We believe this Special Ale is some-

thing unique. Feeding brown cane sugar to otherwise cultured           brew-

ery yeast is a'kin to feeding raw shark to your gerbil. It is unlikely to ever occur in 

nature without human intervention. And it looks weird besides. But it has hap-

pened and now it's too late.  

Available Now Very In Limited Quantity 12oz NR bottles 

Genesee 12 Horse Ale 

Lagunitas Brown Shugga 
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Northern Hemisphere was the first wet hop ale and it inspired the wet hop craze in 

America. Wet—undried—hops go straight from the fields into our kettles within 24 

hours. Because hops are incredibly perishable, using hops wet preserves all of the pre-

cious oils and resins for a unique drinking experience as evidenced by the                in-

tense herbal green flavors and citrus-like and floral aromas.  

Available in 24/12oz Cans 2/12 December  

Pre orders being taken now talk to your sales representative 

Sierra Nevada Northern Hemisphere Harvest 

YUENGLING /IMPORT/SPECIALTY DIVISION SEASONAL OFFERINGS 



This medium-bodied, German-style Schwarzbier, also known as a Dark Lager, has subtle, roasted 

malt flavors and aromas of dark chocolate, but without the bitterness. Lightly hopped for                          

incredible balance, it ends light, crisp and refreshing.  

Schwarzbiers are usually under 5.5% alcohol and can feature pronounced hop bitterness. That, 

however, is still reserved.  The roast character is supposed to be subtle. The point of the beer is to 

be exceedingly clean and crisp. 

  Available in 12 packs of 12-ounce cans December  

Schwarzbier, Genesee Brewery crafts a dark beer that doesn't taste like 

one 

Coffee notes? Check. Porter notes? Check. Bavarian cream? Absolutely. A coffee beer that any 

brewer could make? Better check again. This is VJP- an easygoing dark beer with the makings 

of both a sweet-vanilla coffeehouse java, and a smoky English style porter.  

Despite looking every bit as black as a regular dark roast Joe, it goes down like it’s frothy with 

cream and sugar with a fruity finish. Find yourself falling in love with VJP all over again with 

this new variant of our famous porter. Sip and ‘ahhh’. 

Available in January 12oz NR 4/6 and Draft  

Atwater Bavarian Cream  

Firestone Walker Coconut Merlin Milk Stout 

With an infusion of freshly toasted coconuts and a touch of seasonal sorcery,                        

Brewmaster Matt "Merlin" Brynildson conjures up Coconut Merlin - a uniquely                   

flavored brew for fall and winter.  

The fresh coconut addition perfectly accentuates the beer’s roasty, nutty                  

character. The lactose gives a rounded mouthfeel & suggestion of sweetness              

resulting in the perfect combination of flavors in this first-time release from Firestone 

Walker. 

12oz Cans Available now in limited quantity  

Discover the Magic of Merlin 
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Dark and roasty yet light and smooth as a fresh coat of snow, our Oatmeal Stout will 

kick your cabin fever and inspire you to toss another log on the fire. 

Oh, what fun it is to ride through a flurry of flaked oats o’er a field of rich roasted malt 

flavors! 

A style once popular in England between the World Wars, Oatmeal Stout is as rich as it 

is drinkable. With low-to-medium alcohol content and a creamy mouthfeel, the                 

Oatmeal Stout is a surprisingly refreshing dark beer that doesn’t sacrifice  flavor.               

Oatmeal Stouts are known for their coffee, caramel, and chocolate malt flavors, silky 

texture, and smooth finish.  

PACKAGING: 6-Pack Bottles, 12-Pack Bottles Draft Limited Quantities now available. 

A hoppy anniversary ale to celebrate our 40th! Here’s to following 

your passion, and to the next 40 years…This beer showcases the bold 

flavors and aromas of a classic West Coast IPA: intense pine and                      

citrus with a deep gold color and slight caramel sweetness. At 6.7% 

ABV and 65 IBU 

Packages•6-pack bottle•12-pack bottle and Draught  

Time in Market •Spring Seasonal  •Ship Date: 12/16/19 

Ask Your Sales Representative for Details 

Great Lakes Ohio City Oatmeal Stout 

Sierra Nevada 40th Anniversary Ale 
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Woodchuck’s Bubbly Pearsecco variety is a dry, bubbly pear cider with a crisp clean                          

finish, taking inspiration from sparkling wine, which is also experiencing exceptional growth.  

• AROMA: SUBTLE PEAR 

• FEEL:BUBBLY, HIGH CARBONATION 

• TASTE: DRY, CRISP PEAR 

This package is available now  in 12oz Cans  

Woodchuck Pearsecco 

YUENGLING /IMPORT/SPECIALTY DIVISION SEASONAL OFFERINGS 



When winter hits, we often reach for something a little special, a little richer, even a 

little darker.  But we don’t always crave the same flavors and textures of the usual 

dark beers.  That’s why we created Stella Artois Midnight Lager.  This limited release 

dark  lager has a light to medium body, balanced drinkability,  

5.4% ABV and a surprisingly crisp, dry finish that helps make the season feel original 

again. 

Available in 12oz NR 4/6 and 2/12 bottles as well as draught. 

Danzig, which we named after a Baltic Sea town, isn’t for the faint of heart…or mouth.  It’s a 

well-balanced, full-bodied blend of a strong English porter and a Germanic black lager, 

making it smooth with a sneaky high ABV.  The intense mix of malts and hops provides 

flavors of chocolate, coffee, and caramelized sugar.  No wonder it won Bronze in the World 

Beer Cup 2018.  It’s full-on!  Hence the lightning bolt on the pack. ABV 8.0  IBU 28    

Available November in 12oz NR 4/6, ½ and 1/6 Barrel Draught. 

STELLA ARTOIS® Announces its First-Ever Limited-Edition Holiday 
Beer called Midnight Lager 

Devils Backbone Danzig Baltic Porter 
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Mexican Hot Chocolate Imperial Stout 

This nitro brew showcases the flavours of a Mexican spiced hot chocolate, infused with an                  

imperial stout.  It’ll wrestle your taste buds to the canvas, and throw you around the ring of sensory 

delights.  Dark chocolate mixes with coffee and cinnamon flavours, all layered over smooth roastiness, 

finished with a cayenne pepper drop kick to the throat. ABV 8.2  IBU 25 

BrewDog Choco Libre 

ANHEUSER-BUSCH DIVISION SEASONAL OFFERINGS 

Bifrost is our lively winter brew, a bold pale ale with citrus and earthy hop character                   

balanced by a smooth malt backbone. 

ABV: 8.3%  IBUs: 58 

Coming in November in 12oz NR 4/6 Bottles. 

Elysian Bifrost Winter Ale 



All you want for Christmas.  If all you want is hops. 

Christmas IPA is a malt forward IPA using 6 different hops throughout the process. 

Subtle stone fruit and wood notes balance with caramel malt on the palate dry 

hopped with Meridian, Ahtanum and Cashmere. It’s got a bit of an old school feel on 

the malt side with caramel malt and a lovely red hue to go with the classic kettle hop 

backbone. Nicely balanced and dry this little number dons a big fruity aroma. 

Available November in 12oz Cans 4/6 as well as ½  and 1/6 Barrel Draught. 

Goose Island Christmas IPA 

Our innovative Nitro Series packaging is nitrogen charged, producing a silky 

smooth cascading head right inside the can.  This allows you to take it                         

anywhere – drinking it from a glass or straight from the can. 

Chocolate Orange Stout is brewed with orange zest and locally sourced cacao 

(cold-pressed unroasted cocoa beans).  Mandarina hops impart subtle aromas of 

tangerine which enhance the citrus flavors.  The velvety texture of the nitrogen 

head completes this decadent wintertime indulgence. 

Available in 13.6oz Cans and ½ Barrel Draught November. 

Breckenridge Nitro Series: Chocolate Orange Stout 

The chill of winter calls for a beer with extra flavor and strength, and this take on 

a classic strong ale does just that – it soothes the soul and warms the spirit.                   

Flavors of caramel and chocolate are derived from an abundance of carefully 

roasted malts.  Chinook and Mt. Hood hops contribute a spiciness, lending                

balance and a clean finish.  Christmas Ale is a cozy holiday companion worthy of 

sharing. 

ABV 7.1 %  IBU 22 

Available November in 12oz NR 4/6 bottles and ½ and 1/6 barrel draught. 

Breckenridge Christmas Ale 
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Brewed in Dublin, but aged in Baltimore. The famous Guinness stout bar-

rel aged for 8 months in Bulleit Bourbon Barrels.  

This stout has powerful notes of bittersweet chocolate and fruit for a layer 

of oaky richness and complexity.  

ABV: 10%  

Available: November 2019 In and Out package Package: 11.2oz Bottle 

4 Loko Hard Seltzer  

Guinness Bourbon Barrel  
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Made with fair trade Ethiopian decaf coffee beans, this blonde-colored wheat 

ale has a bright coffee aroma and mild malt sweetness for a balanced taste and 

clean finish ABV: 5.4%  

•Pricing Guidance: In line with Blue Moon seasonals  

•UPC: Follows Blue Moon Seasonal UPC 

Available: Seasonal November 2019 – February 2020 Package: 12oz Bottle 

4/6pk & Draft  

Blue Moon Iced Coffee Blonde  

Smirnoff Raspberry Rose Seltzer Draft Now on Tap! NEW Year Round  

• 90 calories with 0 grams of sugar.  

• Rosé/blush wine has been the top growing on-premise wine style since 2015. 

• Kegs are more profitable per 12 oz. than cans. 

• Draft is the preference in on-premise accounts.  

COORS/DIAGEO/BOSTON DIVISION YEAR ROUND OFFERINGS 

With a hint of Black Cherry ABV: 12%  

Available: Year Round November 2019 Package: 24oz 

Can 

Seltzer on Draft 

COORS/DIAGEO/BOSTON DIVISION SEASONAL OFFERINGS 



The Irish Heritage Collection consists of 6 beers each of Guinness Draught, Harp, 

and Smithwicks.  

It is the perfect sampler pack for all Irish beer lovers and would make a great gift!  

Available: November 2019 In and Out package 

18-11.2OZ BTLS 

Eight cans of Guinness Draught and a collectible 16oz Guinness Gravity glass.  

• Incorporate the Guinness PUB PACK in to Holiday displays to drive even 

more Guinness sales during the Holidays and in to the New Year! 

• More than 2/3 of shoppers say they’d pay more for high-quality 

items during the Holidays, and almost 60% say they tend to make                      

impulse purchases  

Available in time for the Holidays. In and Out package. 

“The beer has notes of caramel, chocolate, and a light roastiness that might remind some 

people of our historic stouts, however it finishes with a sweetness characteristic of milk 

stouts, which we believe makes this beer very approachable and appealing to a wider audi-

ence.” 

The inspiration for Guinness Over The Moon Milk Stout’s striking sky-blue packaging and 

artwork came from the iconic advertisements of the 1930’s and 1950’s depicting zoo ani-

mals interacting with pints of Guinness.  

250 years of Irish Brewing experience with American beer creativity.  

ABV: 5.3% Available:  

November 2019 Package: 12oz Can 

Guinness Over the Moon Milk Stout  
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Guinness Irish Heritage Pack  

Guinness Draught Pub Pack  



Back again for 2019!! Beloved Dunkin coffee brings robust roasty notes to this                

balanced and smooth coffee porter. This porter is Harpoon’s tribute to all the days that 

Dunkin’ has helped them fire up the brew kettle.  

 

• Appearance: Dark brown to black in body, with a thin tan head 

• Aroma: Espresso up front, followed by notes of dark chocolate and slight vanilla 

• Mouth feel: Mild to medium body, with low bitterness and high drinkability 

• Taste: Strong coffee flavor, with dark roasty notes 

• Finish: Clean with slight coffee bitterness 

ABV: 6%  

 

Available: Seasonal November – December 2019 Package: 12oz Can & Draft 

We have brewed our latest version of Harpoon’s classic winter seasonal beer 

to be more malty and robust. The characteristic cinnamon and nutmeg come 

through in the aroma, but are subtle on the palate. This year’s Winter Warmer 

is the ideal choice for the cold winter holidays. 

ABV: 5.9%  

Available: Seasonal November 2019 Package: 12oz Can & Draft 

Harpoon Dunkin Coffee Porter  

Harpoon Winter Warmer  
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It’s cold outside. Just the time to gather with friends and family  

to tell old stories and make new ones. Harpoon cobbled together  

this perfect mix pack just for these occasions. Available in  

bottles and cans, this year’s seasonal variety includes: Harpoon IPA, 

American IPA, Juicer and Winter Warmer. There’s a beer here to 

share with every elf in your workshop!  

Available Seasonal November 2019 Package: 12oz Can 2/12pk 

Harpoon Tis the Season Variety  

COORS/DIAGEO/BOSTON DIVISION SEASONAL OFFERINGS 



Sam Adams version of a rich bock beer is spiced with cinnamon, ginger and 

orange peel for a deep flavor and malty finish that will warm you on a cold 

winter night. ABV: 5.6%  

Package: 12oz Bottles, Cans & Draft  

Available: Seasonal November - January.  

Sam Adams Winter Lager  

Unfiltered white ale has a unique and festive twist. Its crisp wheat character                   

combines with the warming holiday spices of cinnamon, nutmeg and orange peel 

for a flavorful yet refreshing brew that’s perfect for the season.  

ABV: 5.8% Package: 12oz Bottles & Draft  

Available: Seasonal November - January.  

Sam Adams White Christmas  

Penn Nut Roll Ale – Our Holiday Spiced ale. Semi-sweet nut brown ale 

spiced with cinnamon and vanilla.  

ABV: 5% Available: Seasonal November 2019 Package: 12oz Bottle & 

Draft 

Penn St. Nikolaus Bock – Holiday European-style Bock beer. Very rich, 

strong, malty lager, dark ruby in color with notes of chocolate and 

roasted malts.  

ABV: 6.5%  

Available: Seasonal November 2019 Package: 12oz Bottles & draft 

Penn’s Favorite Holiday Beers ! 
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Old-world Dunkelweizen brewed with Texas peaches and roasted pecans, 

wrapped neatly in three different festive bottles.  Malty flavors of this dark wheat 

flavored ale are enhanced through the use of malted barley and wheat.         

Krausening ensures a smoothless that makes the subtle peach and pecan flavors 

all the more satisfying.  

ABV: 5.4%  

May your days be merry and bright and all your Shiner be cold. 

 

Available: Seasonal November 2019 Package: 12oz Bottles & Draft  

Winter Variety including  

G13 -IPA base brew has a great body, good head &  nice amount of haze  

420-Dry Hopped with a fat stash of Cascade hops. 

Guide Beer -Crisp, bright Lager  

Festive Ale –Strong cheerfully spiced seasonal ale  

Available: Seasonal November 2019 Package: 12oz Can 2/12 

Shiner Cheer  

Sweetwater Tacklebox  
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Just in time for the holidays is this strong cheerfully spiced seasonal ale with big 

complex flavors to keep you warm and toasted all season long. 

Brewed only one day per year, this high octane brew has a sleighload of         

Centennial and Golding hops and is capped with a dose of cinnamon and mace. 

ABV: 8.1%  

Available Seasonal November 2019  

Package: 12oz Bottle & Draft 

COORS/DIAGEO/BOSTON DIVISION SEASONAL OFFERINGS 

Sweetwater Festive Ale  



Whether skiing the snowy trails or enjoying a jovial game night, there’s                

nothing like capping off every winter adventure with UFO Winter Blonde, a 

delightfully refreshing unfiltered wheat beer with a touch of vanilla sweetness 

and a subtle coffee aroma enjoy with shortbread cookies, chocolate croissants 

ABV: 4.9%  

Available: Seasonal November 2019 Package: 12oz Can & Draft 

UFO Winter Blonde  

Holiday party-goers rejoice! This is the perfect mix of beers for even the 

pickiest in your friend circle.  

This pack includes: 

• UFO White 

• UFO Pineapple 

• UFO Raspberry 

• UFO Winter Blonde 

Available: Seasonal November 2019 Package: 12oz Can 2/12pk  

Jingle all the to your Holiday Party  
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Shiner Texas Cold Front Variety Pack 

This limited-edition, variety 12-pack will be here just in time for the cold winter 

months.  

Included in the mix are: Shiner Frost, a pale golden lager with hints of malt and a 
crisp, dry finish; Morello Dark Cherry Lager, a smooth, dark lager brewed with                       

Morello cherries and Candied Pecan Porter, a slightly sweet, full-bodied porter with 
a rich pecan aroma.  



Several Western Pennsylvania breweries had beers that won medals Saturday at the 

Great American Beer Festival in Denver. 

In a mind-boggling competition involving beers in 107 beer categories covering 

174 different beer styles (including subcategories), the Church Brew Works in                 

Lawrenceville won the gold — best of 127 entries — for German-Style Dark Lager 

with its Pious Monk Dunkel.  

 

This holiday season, Yuengling is spreading cheer by combining America’s love 

for the season with Traditional Lager, the perfect beer for celebrating. Whether 

you’re gearing up to head home for the holidays or Spreading Your Wings and 

making new traditions, Lager is the perfect choice!  

Look for promotions to score Yuengling’s new knit holiday ugly sweaters, beanies 

and socks – perfect to outfit your holiday parties! Yuengling is also helping to 

spread some cheer with their holiday text-to-win sweepstakes, where a lucky fan 

can win a trip home for the holidays, including Stub Hub gift cards, five, $50.00 

Visa gift cards and cool holiday gear. 

Spread Some Cheer 

Yuengling Hershey's Chocolate Porter will be available on draft only,  while supplies last,                   

starting mid-October 2019.  

To celebrate people's love of beer and their love of chocolate, Yuengling, America's #1 craft         

brewery, and Hershey's, America's iconic chocolate, have joined forces to bring the best of both 

worlds to consumers with a limited-edition Chocolate Porter. A uniquely, delicious collaboration, 

the new beer combines over 300 years of their respective mastery and rich heritages rooted 

in Pennsylvania. 

 Yuengling Hershey's Chocolate Porter will be here just in time for beer lovers and loyal fans to 

enjoy this fall and holiday season. The pairing promises to deliver a premium drinking experience 

for consumers to toast to life's most special occasions from Halloween through Valentine's Day.  

SPEAK WITH SALESREPRESENTATIVE ABOUT AVAILABILITY  

America's Oldest Brewery® to release first-ever beer collaboration 

with Hershey's while supplies last  
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Several Western Pennsylvania breweries medal in the Great American 
Beer Festival 
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The holidays are when shoppers turn to above-premium brands to add 

a unique twist to their seasonal gatherings. Blue Moon will show  

shoppers it’s the perfect beer for the job by bringing some festive            

excitement everywhere it goes.  

Holiday-themed display pieces will bring the celebration to the beer 

aisle and drive basket ring with premium cross-merchandise and               

limited-edition seasonal varieties. In the on-premise, Blue Moon will 

bring the holiday spirit to life by combining last year’s popular “Paint 

the Pint” and “Paint the Ornament” programs to create the national 

“Paint the Holiday” program. 

When consumers are longing to escape festive stress, Coors Light will show everyone that 

an ice-cold beer and quality time with friends can be the best way to enjoy a  refreshing 

break from the season. And when they do find those breaks this season, they’ll be more 

comfortable than ever with the most chill holiday garment of all time – the Coors Light 

holiday onesie.  

Local activations and posts from local Influencers will let drinkers know they can join in on 

the chill festivities and purchase their own onesie through a special microsite. 

Paint the Holiday  

Chill with  Coors Light This Holiday Season 
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This winter, specially marked Samuel Adams Boston Lager will               

support Sam’s priority philanthropy program, Brewing The American 

Dream, with a $0.50 donation, per pack and pint.  

The Give Back 12-pack and Give Back On Tap will fuel food and               

beverage entrepreneurs through necessary grants and funding in 2020.  

Brewing the American Dream 

BREWERY NEWS  



Text STREAM to 55678 

to win a FREE video 

streaming subscription 

of your choice for a 

YEAR. 

Merry streaming 
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TIMEFRAME: Nov/Dec 2019 

Plug & play holiday-themed display program featuring the #1 Pale Ale and our 

top selling seasonal. Highlights the most wonderful time of year, Celebration  

Season! 

•Full themed Celebration POS suite 

•Holiday themed end cap/lobby display piece 

•Additional POS: bows & “to: from:” cards 

•Display Target: Celebration & Pale Ale 

Supported by digital/social content plan  

It’s Celebration Season !!!!! 

Buy 2 get $5 Back VIA on line rebate when 

you purchase  

Two (2) Original Cream ale 12 packs or  

One (1) Original Cream ale 24 pack 

TEXT BUY2 RO 71441  
Or visit ORIGINALCREAMALE.COM/BUY2 for details 

 

BREWERY NEWS  



Many of our Seasonal and specialty releases are available in limited or extremely limited                   

quantities. 

This publication is compiled prior to the decision made by the brewery to allocate their 

products to the wholesaler. Variations in production for some of these limited release 

offerings will fluctuate, resulting in lower quantities than anticipated.  

If you are interested in something you see in this publication and it is out of stock when 

you place your order, please contact your Frank Fuhrer Sales Representative to discuss a 

similar option.  

When Demand Exceeds Supply  

Like us on Facebook or read our Blog   

Pgh Beer Buzz: AB Brands                                                                   

http://www.facebook.com/PghBeerBuzz  

 Pints Over Pittsburgh: Yuengling & Specialty Division                  

https://www.facebook.com/PintsOverPittsburgh 

Beer Central Pittsburgh: Coors Division                                             

http://www.facebook.com/BeerCentral  

 Blog  

       Beernomics by Frank B. Fuhrer Wholesale                                 

http://beernomics.tumblr.com/ 

3100 East Carson Street  

Pittsburgh,  PA.  15203 

 

Phone: 1-800-837-2212-Receptionist 

Phone: 1-800-837-8845-Voice Mail Attendant 

Fax: 412-995-4099-Order Department 

INTEGRITY, FAIRNESS AND CONSISTENCY  

IN THE BEER WHOLESALE INDUSTRY 

FRANK B.FUHRER WHOLESALE COMPANY  
 

www.fuhrerwholesale.com 

SEASONAL 

SELECTIONS 


